NIL COLLECTIVES AND TITLE IX: A PROACTIVE CONSIDERATION OF TITLE IX’S APPLICATION TO DONOR-DRIVEN NIL COLLECTIVES
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INTRODUCTION  

June 23, 2022 marked the 50th anniversary of the passage of Title IX. Over the past 50 years, Title IX has reduced gender inequities in education by ensuring institutional compliance in several areas, including athletics. Before Title IX, only fifteen percent of all National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) athletes were women. Today, forty-four percent of those athletes are women. Women athletes have earned significant success and notoriety in their high school, college, and professional athletic careers.

While feminists celebrated Title IX, 2022 was also a year of change in college athletics. On June 30, 2021, the NCAA ended its strict, longstanding amateurism principle and released an Interim Name, Image, and Likeness (NIL) Policy. The Interim NIL Policy officially permitted student-athletes to monetize their publicity rights. NIL compensation experienced rapid growth in 2022. Many student-athletes received NIL compensation from brand deals and sponsorships. A popular NIL platform, Opendorse, released a report in June 2022. That report claimed approximately sixty-eight percent of transactions “facilitated or disclosed through Opendorse . . . were classified as ‘posting
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However, NIL compensation quickly expanded beyond social media content as groups of university boosters and alumni formed groups commonly referred to as “donor-driven collectives.” These collectives funnel large sums of NIL compensation directly to student-athletes.

Donor-driven collectives have made headlines over the past several months. The Ohio State University head football coach told a group of Columbus business owners that he needed thirteen million dollars to keep the football roster intact. The Oklahoma Sooner collective signed or offered a NIL deal to every member of the football roster. NIL is new territory, but these donor-driven collectives wasted no time creating deals and opportunities for student-athletes. Coaches, administrators, and other interested parties have scrutinized collective NIL compensation for serving as “inducements” and “pay-to-play” for student-athletes. An important question raised by these NIL compensation agreements and donor-driven NIL collectives is whether they thwart gender equality under Title IX.
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Since the creation of the Interim NIL Policy, the NCAA has released two guidelines further defining NIL rules and regulations.\(^\text{21}\) The entity charged with enforcing Title IX, the Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR), has remained silent on Title IX’s application to NIL collectives.\(^\text{22}\) While there has been no official guidance on Title IX’s application to NIL, some scholars have discussed potential Title IX issues with respect to NIL compensation.\(^\text{23}\) Several scholars have argued that NIL grants women athletes the opportunity to “proactively manage their brands—and stop being forced to wait for athletic directors, who are mostly male—to recognize the value proposition their brands present.”\(^\text{24}\) Other scholars have argued that NIL may create publicity implications.\(^\text{25}\) For example, the quality and quantity of promotional material for men’s and women’s teams can influence the earning potential of the athletes’ NILs.\(^\text{26}\) Many have urged that Title IX’s application to NIL is contingent on future national legislation.\(^\text{27}\) However, there has been minimal discussion on Title IX’s application to donor-driven collectives.\(^\text{28}\) Prompted by the 50\(^\text{th}\) Anniversary of Title IX, this Note takes a proactive consideration of Title IX’s application to donor-driven collective NIL compensation. This Note suggests how the OCR, NCAA, and educational institutions can reinforce Title IX’s goals with respect to donor-driven collective NIL compensation.

This Note analyzes the application of Title IX to the recent developments in NIL compensation. It specifically focuses on the rapidly growing donor-driven collectives. Part I provides an overview of NIL, collectives, and Title IX. Part II discusses Title IX’s application to donor-driven collective NIL compensation. Part III reviews the potential issues with Title IX’s application to NIL. Part IV recommends solutions to correct the OCR’s current lack of guidance with respect to Title IX and NIL compensation.
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I. AN OVERVIEW OF NIL AND TITLE IX

A. Defining Name, Image, and Likeness

In 1977, the Supreme Court recognized the right to publicity as a right granted under state law.29 According to the Court, the First and Fourteenth Amendments did not allow a broadcast company to deprive an individual of his right to his own likeness.30 Today, the right to publicity allows celebrities and professional athletes to license and monetize their name, image, and likeness (NIL) through sponsorships, brand deals, and other commercial opportunities.31 Additionally, the right to publicity provides a mechanism for celebrities and professional athletes to protect their NILs from improper usage.32 While celebrities and professional athletes have licensed, monetized, and protected their NILs over the past several years, the NCAA has prohibited student-athletes from commercializing their NILs under its rule of amateurism.33

B. Amateurism and the Restrictions on Student-Athlete Compensation

The Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association, now the NCAA, was formed in 1906 to set and enforce rules for student-athletes.34 One of the primary objectives of the NCAA was to uphold the principle of amateurism.35 The 1906 Bylaws stated, “[n]o student shall represent a College or University in any intercollegiate game or contest who is paid or receives, directly or indirectly, any money, or financial concession.”36 Students could remain amateurs only if the students did not receive compensation.37

For its first fifty years, the NCAA prohibited student-athletes from receiving
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financial assistance of any kind under its amateurism principle. In 1956, the NCAA allowed student-athletes to receive some “grant-in-aid,” but only for educational and incidental expenses. Any other payment of compensation to student-athletes was a violation of the amateurism principle and could result in ineligibility. While the NCAA received resistance to its amateurism principle, the NCAA claimed that the amateurism principle maximized fan interest and that student-athletes were “students first, athletes second.”

Over time, the NCAA developed more exceptions to amateurism. Olympic athletes could receive compensation as long as all payments were for educational expenses. Tennis players could receive professional prize money while still retaining their scholarships. Other exceptions included competition awards valued at several hundred dollars for athletic performance, cash stipends, and unlimited meals and snacks. While the NCAA changed its position on grant-in-aid and created some narrow exceptions to its restriction on compensation, it generally prohibited student-athletes from receiving compensation for the use of their NILs.

C. The Downfall of the Amateurism Principle

Although the amateurism principle was a foundational part of the NCAA, many interested parties have heavily criticized and challenged amateurism over the past several years. In 2008, Ed O’Bannon discovered his likeness had been
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depicted in a college basketball video game without his consent and without compensation.\[^{49}\] O’Bannon sued the NCAA, alleging that the NCAA’s amateurism rules were an illegal restraint of trade under the Sherman Act.\[^{50}\] The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the district court’s decision that the NCAA’s ban on student-athlete compensation was a violation of federal antitrust law.\[^{51}\] However, the Ninth Circuit stated that the NCAA cured the antitrust harm by allowing universities to offer their student-athletes compensation up to the full cost of attendance.\[^{52}\]

In 2019, a class of current and former student-athletes brought an antitrust lawsuit against the NCAA, challenging the NCAA’s restrictions on education-related benefits.\[^{53}\] The district court struck down as unlawful the NCAA’s rules limiting the education-related benefits that institutions could offer student-athletes.\[^{54}\] After the Ninth Circuit affirmed, the Supreme Court granted certiorari and upheld the district court’s findings.\[^{55}\] Although Alston did not specifically discuss NIL, the decision signaled the end of NCAA restrictions on student-athlete benefits, including NIL compensation.\[^{56}\]

Before Alston, several states, educational institutions, and advocates had opposed the NCAA’s amateurism principle and restrictions on compensation.\[^{57}\] In 2019, California passed the Fair Pay to Play Act.\[^{58}\] The purpose of the Fair Pay to Play Act was to grant student-athletes the right to commercialize their NILs.\[^{59}\] The bill’s goal is stated in the preamble: to “ensure appropriate protections are in place to avoid the exploitation of student-athletes.”\[^{60}\] California State Senator Steven Bradford stated that the bill “addresses this civil rights issue of today, which is about fairness and equity. Our colleges should no longer treat student-athletes as chattel, but as the valued individuals they are.”\[^{61}\]
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Governors sent a letter in opposition to the Governor of California. The NCAA claimed the bill would “erase the critical distinction between college and professional athletics” and referred to the bill as “harmful” and “unconstitutional.” Despite the NCAA’s opposition, the Governor signed the bill.

On June 30, 2021, the NCAA approved an Interim NIL Policy (the “Interim Policy”) which permitted student-athletes to receive NIL compensation. The Interim Policy stated that student-athletes could engage in NIL activities that were “consistent with the law of the state where the school is located.” If there was no NIL state law in the state where the college was located, student-athletes could engage in NIL activities if the activities did not violate the Interim Policy. The Interim Policy also stated that students “should” report their NIL activities to their university and “could” engage with professional service providers in their NIL activities.

D. The Growth of Collectives and Boosters

After the NCAA released the Interim Policy, the world of college athletics was transformed by the development of collectives. Collectives (referred to by the NCAA as “NIL entities”) are business entities created for the purpose of funding and providing NIL compensation for college athletes. Collectives have been categorized into three different forms: marketplace collectives, donor-driven collectives, and dual collectives. Marketplace collectives serve as a meeting
place for student-athletes and prospective businesses and sponsors. Donor-driven collectives pool money together from boosters and other supporters to give to student-athletes. Dual collectives combine marketplace and donor-driven qualities into one collective. The most popular type of collective is the donor-driven collective. Typically, donor-driven collectives are formed by “boosters” of a specific institution.

A booster is defined by the NCAA as “an individual, independent agency, or corporate entity who is known by a member of the institution’s athletics administration to have participated in, or to be a member of, an agency or organization promoting the school’s intercollegiate athletics program.” Before the era of NIL compensation, boosters contributed significant donations to institutions and their athletic programs. The NCAA has guidelines for boosters, describing both permissible activities and impermissible activities. Impermissible activities included contacting prospective student-athletes on or off campus or providing “extra benefits” for enrolled student-athletes. Permissible activities included making “contributions to university programs and other gift-in-kind arrangements” and “attend[ing] university athletic events and show[ing] student-athletes you support their hard work and dedication to the university.”

Most founders of the new donor-driven collectives are old friends of the intercollegiate athletic programs. The first collective, the Gator Collective, was formed just a month after the NCAA adopted its Interim Policy. On July 1, 2022, there were more than 120 collectives known or in the process of being formed, and this number continues to grow. The rest of this Note focuses solely on donor-driven collectives, as this type of collective is the most popular and has
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received the most criticism thus far.86

E. Additional NCAA Guidance

In May 2022, the Division I (DI) Board of Directors for the NCAA issued additional NIL guidance to its member institutions (the “May Guidelines”).87 The May Guidelines recognize the prominence of collective and booster involvement in NIL compensation.88 The May Guidelines state that collectives’ missions are to “promote and support a specific NCAA institution by making available NIL opportunities to prospective student-athletes (PSA) and student-athletes (SAs) of a particular institution.”89 The May Guidelines also state that “NIL agreements must be based on an independent, case-by-case analysis of the value that each athlete brings to a NIL agreement as opposed to providing compensation or incentives for enrollment decisions . . . , athletic performance . . . , achievement . . . , or membership on a team.”90 In the May Guidelines, the NCAA focused mostly on preventing booster and collective interaction with prospective student-athletes and did not provide much guidance for current student-athletes.91

In October 2022, the Division I Board of the NCAA approved “clarifications” for the Interim Policy (the “October Guidelines”).92 Those clarifications focused on “how the current rules relate to Division I member schools’ involvement in NIL activities.”93 The October Guidelines provide more specific information on what NIL activities are permissible and impermissible for institutions.94


88. NCAA, INTERIM NAME, IMAGE, AND LIKENESS POLICY GUIDANCE REGARDING THIRD PARTY INVOLVEMENT 1 (2022), https://image.mail2.ncaa.com/lib/fe5715707d6d067e7e1c/m/7/38f59518-6731-4fd3-983a-310d6468ef8f.pdf [https://perma.cc/8RLA-ZSWK] [hereinafter MAY GUIDELINES].
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Permissible activities include providing information to student-athletes about opportunities, engaging with collectives, arranging spaces for collectives and students to meet, and promoting student-athletes’ NIL activities. Impermissible activities include communicating a student athlete’s specific request for compensation, providing services to support the collective, or allowing student-athletes to promote their NIL activity while on call for required athletically related activities.

F. Title IX Discussion

Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments declares “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.” Legislators explicitly included intercollegiate athletics in Title IX, requiring that “[a] recipient which operates or sponsors interscholastic, intercollegiate, club, or intramural athletics shall provide equal athletic opportunity for members of both sexes.” To prove a prima facie case under Title IX, the plaintiff must establish that: “(1) an educational program or activity is involved; (2) the defendant entity is a recipient of federal funds; and (3) discrimination occurred on the basis of sex in the provision or non-provision of the educational program or activities.”

In 1979, a Policy Interpretation (the “1979 Policy Interpretation”) specified three areas of Title IX compliance: (1) athletic financial assistance; (2) athletic benefits and opportunities; and (3) student interest and abilities. For athletic financial assistance, “to the extent that a recipient awards athletic scholarship or grants-in-aid, it must provide reasonable opportunities for such awards for members of each sex in proportion to the number of students of each sex participating in interscholastic or intercollegiate athletics.”

For athletic benefits and opportunities, a list of ten nonexclusive factors determines whether equal opportunities exist. Title IX requires that the
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provided benefits and opportunities are equivalent in terms of “kinds, quality, or availability,” but does not require equal expenditures on men’s and women’s benefits and opportunities.\(^{103}\)

For student interests and abilities, a three-part test is applied.\(^{104}\) The institution must satisfy at least one part of the test to comply with Title IX.\(^{105}\)

1. **Previous Third-Party Funding by Boosters.**—Title IX applies to educational institutions that receive federal funding.\(^{106}\) Institutions must ensure equitable financial assistance, equitable benefits and opportunities, and equally accommodate students’ interests and abilities pursuant to the 1979 Policy Interpretation.\(^{107}\) However, Title IX and the 1979 Policy Interpretation do not address a crucial part of institutional athletic programs: third-party booster funding.\(^{108}\) Both the courts and OCR have evaluated Title IX’s application to third-party funding in *Daniels v. School Board of Brevard City*, *Chalenor v. University of North Dakota*, and OCR Compliance Reviews.\(^{109}\)

\[a.\] *Daniels* v. School Board of Brevard County.—In *Daniels*, members of a high school girls varsity team sued the School Board alleging a Title IX violation caused by disparities between the girls softball program and the boys baseball program.\(^{110}\) The School Board argued that the School Board could not be “responsible if the fund-raising activities of one booster club are more successful than those of another.”\(^{111}\) The court rejected this argument and stated that it was the “Defendant’s responsibility to ensure equal athletic opportunities, in
accordance with Title IX. This funding system is one to which the Defendant has acquiesced; Defendant is responsible for the consequences of that approach.”

The court found that the School Board was accountable for the School Board’s failure to fix the fund-raising disparities between the teams.

b. Chalenor v. University of North Dakota.—In Chalenor, a group of male student wrestlers sued the University of North Dakota, alleging that the elimination of the university wrestling program violated Title IX. The United States District Court granted the university’s summary judgment motion, and the student wrestlers appealed to the Eighth Circuit.

The student wrestlers argued that the elimination of the men’s wrestling team was sex discrimination forbidden by Title IX. The university claimed that continuing the men’s wrestling program would result in men student-athletes receiving a disproportionately large share of the athletic budget compared to women student-athletes. As a result, continuing to fund the men’s wrestling team would have discriminated against women. The student wrestlers countered, arguing that the university could have used private donor funding for the wrestling program instead of canceling the entire program to comply with Title IX.

The Eighth Circuit rejected the student wrestlers’ argument and stated that once an institution receives monetary donations, the donations become “public money, subject to Title IX’s legal obligations in their disbursement.” According to the court, “the District Court correctly concluded: A school may not skirt the requirement of providing both sexes equal opportunity in athletic programs by providing one sex more than substantially proportionate opportunity through the guise of “outside funding.”” Under Chalenor, an institutional athletic program cannot avoid its Title IX requirements by using private donor funding.

c. Office for Civil Rights Compliance Reviews.—Outside the courts, OCR considered Title IX’s application to third-party donations and funding for institutional athletics programs. A 1995 letter from the Regional Civil Rights Director of the Office for Civil Rights (the “Letter”) directly addressed Title IX’s obligation to ensure equivalent services, benefits, and opportunities are provided to men and women. This obligation applies to the use of “outside” financial
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OCR issued the Letter as part of a final determination of a complaint against the Jurupa Unified School District (“Jurupa Unified”). The complaint alleged, among other things, that Jurupa Unified failed to provide equivalent services, benefits and opportunities in the interscholastic athletics programs at Rubidoux High School. OCR found that Jurupa Unified failed to provide equivalent benefits and services to girl and boy athletes in violation of Title IX. In response, Jurupa Unified argued that it had “no obligation or authority to monitor athletic income or expenditures from private sources . . . that it is not responsible for private activities and, further, that [Jurupa Unified’s] oversight in this area would inhibit private fundraising initiatives.” OCR found that “[Jurupa Unified’s] position as to its obligations is not acceptable under Title IX.” Instead, Jurupa Unified had the responsibility under Title IX to ensure that both programs receive equivalent services, benefits, and opportunities, regardless of their source. OCR explained that “[i]f all benefits are not considered in examining interscholastic athletics, the purpose and effect of the Title IX requirements could be routinely undermined by the provision of unequal benefits through private financial assistance.” While the Letter acknowledged that this policy may discourage private financial assistance and fundraising efforts, OCR could not “diminish the protection of Title IX by exempting benefits, treatment, services, or opportunities provided to athletes through the use of private funds.”

OCR restated Title IX’s application to third-party funding in other compliance reviews. In 2010, OCR investigated Hingham Public School District’s (“Hingham”) provision of equal opportunity to participate in interscholastic athletics for male and female athletes. Upon completion of the investigation, OCR sent a Compliance Resolution to Hingham’s Superintendent. The Compliance Resolution stated:

OCR considers benefits and services provided through the use of private funds, including booster club funding, in combination with all other benefits and services. Where booster clubs provide benefits or services that assist only teams of one sex, the district must ensure that teams of the other sex receive equivalent benefits and services.
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provide benefits and services to athletes of one sex that are greater than what the institution is capable of providing to athletes of the other sex, then the institution shall take action to ensure that benefits and services are equivalent for both sexes.\(^\text{137}\)

2. Conflicts Between Institutions and Boosters.—“[T]he OCR and federal courts have consistently ruled that the origins of the money that created the inequities does not serve as a defense for the district and does not mitigate the obligation to remedy those inequities."\(^\text{138}\) Title IX’s application to third-party funding is not a new concept.\(^\text{139}\) The institution is responsible for ensuring adequate support of both men’s and women’s sports, regardless of where the funding originates.\(^\text{140}\)

As a result of Title IX requirements, many booster clubs and institutions have experienced conflict over third-party funding and resources earmarked for a specific team.\(^\text{141}\) Upon receiving booster funding, the institution is responsible for determining whether the funding causes disparate athletic opportunities and experiences among men and women.\(^\text{142}\) If inequalities exist, institutions can choose to allocate more funds to the less-supported sex, seek to control the booster budget, or reject the booster club donations.\(^\text{143}\) Sometimes, boosters resist working with the institution as the boosters want to assert complete control over the donations.\(^\text{144}\) These boosters may attempt to skirt athletic directors and administrators, and instead, work directly with the athletics teams.\(^\text{145}\) However, an athletic team’s acceptance of a donation means “the school itself is also accepting that donation, regardless of whether the athletic department or institution is involved in the process."\(^\text{146}\)

To maintain control of third-party donations and remain compliant with Title IX, the institution must self-regulate and manage its boosters.\(^\text{147}\) Many institutions
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have resources on their websites to assist in booster compliance. Additionally, the NCAA has a set of rules that help protect institutions from the unilateral acts of boosters. A violation of the rules may “jeopardize a student-athlete’s eligibility for intercollegiate competition, jeopardize a school membership status with the NCAA or cause a booster to lose access to all booster benefits.” The NCAA booster rules and institutional resources help assert control over boosters by setting clear boundaries for prospective boosters and their donations.

G. New Third-Party Payments by NIL Collectives

NIL compensation opened a new door for boosters. In the past, NCAA regulations and institutions required boosters to refrain from communicating with both prospective and current student-athletes. Now, instead of providing funding to an institution’s athletic program, the boosters can either individually, or through a collective, provide NIL compensation directly to the student-athletes. In the May Guidelines, the NCAA clarified that boosters are still prohibited from engaging in recruiting activities for prospective athletes. However, boosters and collectives are able to work directly with current student-athletes to provide NIL compensation as long as the NIL is not “contingent on initial or continuing enrollment at a particular institution” and the NIL is based on “an independent, case by case analysis of the value that each athlete brings to a NIL agreement as opposed to providing compensation or incentives for enrollment decisions . . . , athletic performance . . . , achievement . . . [,] or membership on a team.”

Boosters and collectives have taken advantage of this opportunity, giving large sums of NIL compensation to student-athletes. The University of Texas-Austin boosters pledged to “blindly give” $50,000 to each offensive lineman for future charity work through the Texas Collective, Horns with Heart. Southern Methodist University’s (SMU) collective, the Boulevard Collective, is paying every SMU football and men’s basketball player $36,000 for the 2022-23
Miami billionaire, John Ruiz, has spent about seven million dollars on NIL deals, with the majority of deals going to Miami Hurricanes football players. Although some women student-athletes are receiving NIL compensation, the majority of donor-driven collective NIL compensation benefits men student-athletes—specifically men’s basketball and football student-athletes. The rest of this Note focuses on Title IX’s application to donor-driven collective NIL compensation. This analysis will help determine the proper recourse for women student-athletes experiencing financial inequities based on sex in donor-driven collective NIL compensation.

II. APPLYING TITLE IX TO COLLECTIVE NIL COMPENSATION

While the NCAA has released guidance on NIL compensation, the NCAA has not elaborated on the potential Title IX implications of NIL compensation. In the October Guidelines, the NCAA stated that “institutions should consult legal counsel regarding other issues that may stem from institutional involvement in NIL activities, such as the potential for contractual nonperformance, Title IX and employment related matters.” In April 2023, NCAA president Charlie Baker supported national NIL legislation and stated that “[t]he Office [for] Civil Rights would say right now that if a collective is affiliated . . . with a college or university then they need to be spending as much money on women’s sports as they spend on men’s sports and as much money on women athletes as they spend on men athletes.” However, the NCAA is not in charge of enforcing Title IX.
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Rather, OCR is responsible for ensuring institutions comply with Title IX.\textsuperscript{165} OCR’s website states that “OCR vigorously enforces Title IX to ensure that institutions that receive federal financial assistance from the Department comply with the law.”\textsuperscript{166} Additionally, the website states that “OCR provides information and guidance to schools, universities and other educational institutions and agencies to assist them in voluntarily complying with the law.”\textsuperscript{167} Currently, OCR has not released any information or guidance on Title IX’s application to NIL compensation.\textsuperscript{168}

The following subsections discuss that Title IX should apply to donor-driven collective NIL compensation for two reasons: (1) NIL compensation should be categorized as an athletic benefit and opportunity under 34 CFR § 106.41(c) and the 1979 Policy Interpretation, and (2) Title IX applies to third-party funding under current law and legal precedent.

\subsection*{A. NIL Compensation Is an Athletic Benefit under Title IX}

Under Title IX, there are three areas of athletic compliance: (1) student interest and abilities; (2) athletic benefits and opportunities; and (3) financial assistance.\textsuperscript{169} Of the three areas, athletic benefits and opportunities fits best with donor-driven collective NIL compensation.\textsuperscript{170} Student interest and ability addresses access to athletic participation.\textsuperscript{171} To receive NIL compensation, the student-athlete must participate on an athletic team already.\textsuperscript{172}

Financial assistance provides that “the total amount of scholarship aid made available to men and women must be substantially proportionate to their participation rates.”\textsuperscript{173} Institutions satisfy Title IX’s financial assistance if “schools award roughly equivalent amounts, or if a disparity can be explained by legitimate nondiscriminatory factors.”\textsuperscript{174} The NCAA defines scholarships as “funds provided in exchange for ‘athletics ability, participation, or achievement’ to assist in paying educational costs.”\textsuperscript{175} Under the NCAA’s current definition,
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NIL compensation avoids “pay-for-play” and thus NIL compensation does not fit within financial assistance.\(^\text{176}\)

The athletic benefits and opportunities portion of Title IX lists ten factors to help evaluate compliance.\(^\text{177}\) Additionally, compliance with athletic benefits and opportunities under Title IX is not limited to the listed ten factors.\(^\text{178}\) Rather, the Title IX Athletics Regulation states that “[i]n determining whether equal opportunities are available the Director will consider, among other factors” and then lists the ten factors.\(^\text{179}\) If an athletic benefit does not fit perfectly into the ten listed factors in the Title IX Athletics Regulation, the list “may be expanded as necessary at the discretion of the Director of the Office for Civil Rights.”\(^\text{180}\)

NIL compensation is not currently on the list of ten factors discussed in the Title IX Athletic Regulation or the 1979 Policy Interpretation, as NIL compensation is new to intercollegiate athletics.\(^\text{181}\) However, a comparison of NIL compensation to some of the currently listed benefits suggests that NIL compensation qualifies as an athletic benefit and opportunity.\(^\text{182}\) One factor, “assignment and compensation of coaches and tutors,” is very similar to NIL compensation.\(^\text{183}\) Both NIL compensation and coach and tutor compensation are “monetary payments that ultimately inure to the benefit of the student-athletes.”\(^\text{184}\) Arguably, NIL compensation confers a more substantial benefit on student-athletes than the benefit conferred by coach and tutor compensation. In NIL compensation, student-athletes are directly receiving the compensation.\(^\text{185}\) In compensation of coaches and tutors, student-athletes indirectly receive the benefit of academic and athletic instruction through the institution’s compensation of tutors and coaches.\(^\text{186}\) If coach compensation and tutor compensation are considered athletic benefits to student-athletes, NIL compensation should be considered a benefit to student-athletes as well.\(^\text{187}\) Therefore, NIL compensation is an athletic benefit and opportunity under Title IX.

\textbf{B. Title IX Applies to Third-Party Donations}

Title IX applies to educational institutions that receive federal funding.\(^\text{188}\) NIL
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compensation is the payment to student-athletes from third parties for the student-athletes NIL. Therefore, one might logically think that Title IX does not govern NIL compensation. Many academics have supported this proposition. However, a deeper look at Title IX case law and OCR interpretations refutes this non-application of Title IX. The OCR and federal courts have held that Title IX applies to third-party funding. Institutions are accountable for their failure to correct the discrepancies in third-party funding. While Title IX cannot control the third party, Title IX applies against the institution whose student-athletes are receiving compensation from third parties. NIL compensation is just a new form of third-party funding. Institutions may not escape liability by blaming donor-driven collectives.

C. Acknowledging the Differences Between Third-Party Funding and Donor-Driven Collective NIL Compensation

Although NIL compensation has the qualities of an athletic benefit and opportunity under Title IX and Title IX has previously addressed third-party funding, three factors distinguish third-party funding and current donor-driven collective NIL compensation. Those three include: (1) the recipient of the NIL compensation, (2) the lack of institutional involvement in NIL compensation, and (3) the quid-pro-quo structure of NIL compensation. These three differences receive discussion in the following subsections.

1. The Recipient.—One of the main differences between prior third-party donations and NIL compensation is the recipient of the money. In third-party
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funding, student-athletes did not receive money directly.\textsuperscript{196} Instead, the third-party donations went to the institution’s athletic program to be distributed to the athletic teams.\textsuperscript{197} In contrast, NIL compensation directly benefits the student-athletes and not the institution’s athletic department or athletic teams.\textsuperscript{198}

Arguably, the only difference between NIL compensation and prior third-party funding is the direct nature of the benefit for the student-athlete.\textsuperscript{199} While the prior third-party donations were indirectly benefiting the student-athlete by providing the athletic program and teams with the funding for equipment, facilities, etc., NIL compensation directly benefits the student-athlete by providing the student-athletes with monetary compensation.

2. The Institution’s Involvement.—Another difference between NIL compensation and third-party funding is the extent of the institution’s involvement. Since institutions are not directly allocating funds from the donor-driven collective to the student-athlete, some scholars argue that institutions are not involved in NIL compensation and therefore Title IX should not apply.\textsuperscript{200}

Institutional involvement in donor-driven collectives has increased since the release of the NCAA October Guidelines.\textsuperscript{201} The October Guidelines set out directly what is permissible with respect to institutional involvement in NIL compensation.\textsuperscript{202} The permissible NIL activities for institutions include engaging collectives to inform student-athletes of opportunities, providing information to student-athletes about NIL collectives, facilitating meetings between donors and NIL collectives, and promoting student-athlete NIL activities.\textsuperscript{203} The NCAA has clearly permitted institutional involvement in NIL compensation and institutions have “wasted little time throwing their support behind the groups that have become college sports’ key driving force in recruiting.”\textsuperscript{204}

After the NCAA released the October Guidelines, Kansas State University’s football coach and basketball coach appeared in an advertisement for the Wildcats
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NIL Collective. The University of Wisconsin Athletic Director announced support for the Varsity Collective. The UCLA Athletic Director posted a letter encouraging NIL opportunities and endorsed several different collectives. The Ohio State Football coach stated that he needed thirteen million dollars to keep the football roster intact. Athletic programs and coaches have become more open and vocal about supporting the donor-driven collectives connected to their institutions. While these institutions may not be allocating the NIL compensation directly, many institutions are playing a key role in donor-driven collectives. Some institutions may try to avoid Title IX scrutiny by ignoring the donor-driven collectives and taking a hands-off approach. However, the School Board tried that strategy in Daniels and failed. The Daniels court held that the third-party donations were a funding system to which the School Board “acquiesced.” Thus, the School Board was still “responsible for the consequences of that approach.” The “hands-off approach” is just institutional toleration of discriminatory NIL compensation.

3. The Structure.—For prior third-party donations, the boosters provided funding to the institution with the goal of helping the athletics programs and student-athletes succeed. There was no quid-pro-quo. In contrast, NIL compensation affords someone the right to use the student-athletes NIL.
NCAA’s May Guidelines state, “NIL agreements must be based on an independent, case-by-case analysis of the value that each athlete brings to an NIL agreement as opposed to providing compensation or incentives for enrollment decisions, . . . athletic performance, . . . or membership on a team.”218 This provision ensures student-athletes are not engaging in “pay-to-play” or recruitment incentives.219 However, many have expressed skepticism on whether institutions and donor-driven collectives are actually following these restrictions.220

Some donor-driven collectives provide NIL compensation in return for student-athlete charity work, appearances, autographs, etc.221 Some donor-driven collectives have directed NIL compensation to student-athletes without suggesting or acknowledging any specific NIL activity in return.222 Many coaches and NCAA leaders claim that NIL is just “pay-for-play” and “improper inducements” in disguise.223 Ole Miss Coach Lane Kiffin stated “NIL has a lot to do with where players go. To not think that is crazy. There are schools with no shot to recruit certain players . . . . They’re going to go where they get paid most. You’ve legalized paying players.”224

Several donor-driven collectives have expressly stated the collective’s misguided missions and goals. They indicate the collective’s intent to support the athletics teams and institution.225 Founder of the Hoosier Hysterics NIL Collective stated in an interview that “[w]e want current players and recruits to know that if you come to Indiana, and stay at Indiana, the fanbase has your back.”226 This mission bears no relationship to NIL. The Home of the Brave’s website states that the collective is “created by a group of fans, alumni, and business leaders dedicated to the success of the Bradley University Men’s Basketball program and passionate about supporting our student-athletes and the Greater Peoria area.”227 Again, this mission has nothing to do with NIL.
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Clemson’s Dear Old Collective provides options on its website to “contribute to football” or “contribute to women’s sports” by selecting a monthly or yearly subscription model.228 These collectives ignore NIL.

It appears that several donor-driven collectives are not interested in receiving any return value or benefit from the student-athlete.229 Instead, these donor-driven collectives are financially supporting entire athletics teams and institutions through the guise of supporting individual athletes.230 NIL compensation may appear different from third-party booster funding because of NIL’s theoretical quid-pro-quo structure. But in practice, donor-driven collective NIL compensation is just discriminatory third-party booster funding with a new name.

D. Title IX Should Apply to Donor-Driven Collective NIL Compensation

34 C.F.R. § 106.41 states that “a recipient which operates or sponsors interscholastic, intercollegiate, club or intermural athletics shall provide equal athletic opportunity for members of both sexes.”231 Title IX case law indicates that an institution cannot escape liability for the differences in benefits provided to its student-athletes “through the guise of ‘outside funding.’”232 Thus, institutions may be held accountable for disparities created by third parties.

While NIL compensation may not go directly towards an institutional athletic team’s equipment, supplies, facilities, etc., the NIL compensation is still providing a direct benefit to student-athletes.233 There may be some differences between third-party funding and donor-driven collective NIL compensation, but these differences are insignificant. Minor changes in the recipient, institutional involvement, or structure of the funding do not impact Title IX’s application to an athletic benefit under the 1979 Policy Interpretation. Under current law, Title IX applies to donor-driven collective NIL compensation. If donor-driven collective NIL compensation creates inequities in the benefits and opportunities enjoyed by men and women, institutions must remedy the inequities or face Title IX sanctions for their failure to do so.

III. ISSUES IN THE APPLICATION OF TITLE IX TO DONOR-DRIVEN COLLECTIVES

Despite Title IX’s application to donor-driven collective NIL compensation, OCR has not enforced Title IX with respect to NIL compensation.234 The reason for OCR’s lack of action is unknown. However, there are some practical issues accompanying Title IX’s application to donor-driven collective NIL
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compensation. This section discusses potential problems with Title IX’s application to NIL compensation as an athletic benefit.

A. Current Pressure on Institutions to Participate in NIL Compensation

OCR has provided no information or guidance on Title IX’s application to NIL compensation. Some institutions are cautious toward donor-driven collectives and NIL compensation due to potential compliance concerns. However, “[w]hen schools decline to work closely with collectives, uproar occurs.” For example, former West Virginia University Athletic Director Shane Lyons discussed his conflict with the West Virginia collective, Country Roads Trust. The ratio of men and women athletes participating in the Country Roads Trust is almost two to one. Lyons resisted involvement with the collective because of Title IX implications. Lyons stated that he was “not going to cross the line in order to jeopardize the integrity of the department.” While some institutions attempt to avoid donor-driven collectives, “such . . . abstinence is more theoretical than actual, as most schools are generally wading, if not swimming, in NIL waters in hopes (and fears) of keeping their athletic programs competitive in the NIL environment.” Although some athletic departments express concern for Title IX, the departments receive external pressure from fans, collectives, and the NIL market to participate in NIL activities.

B. What Can Institutions Do to Comply with Title IX?

Academic institutions lack compliance mechanisms to control donor-driven NIL compensation. Before NIL, when third-party funding created an imbalance between men’s and women’s athletic benefits, institutions responded by either (1)
rejecting the donation (2) working a compromise with the third-party booster or (3) using the institution’s funds to balance out the donation.\textsuperscript{244} For example, if a booster offered five million dollars earmarked for the men’s basketball team, the institution could take the time to investigate the donation’s impact on men and women student-athletes and choose one of the three solutions.\textsuperscript{245} The institution had some leverage to negotiate and control the booster’s actions.\textsuperscript{246}

Currently, the institutions can attempt to educate donor-driven collectives about Title IX and encourage them to provide equal NIL compensation for all student-athletes.\textsuperscript{247} However, the collective may refuse to allocate the NIL compensation in a Title IX-compliant manner.\textsuperscript{248} Institutions may not compensate student-athletes directly under the current prohibition on “pay-for-play.”\textsuperscript{249} Moreover, institutions cannot invalidate the agreements between donor-driven collectives and student-athletes.\textsuperscript{250} Thus, the institution’s only recourse is to offer alternative benefits and opportunities for the underfunded athletes, typically women. Institutions with limited resources may struggle to balance NIL compensation from well-funded donors.

IV. RESOLVING THE CONFLICT BETWEEN COLLECTIVE NIL COMPENSATION AND TITLE IX

Currently, donor-driven collectives and student-athletes are enjoying the free market of NIL compensation.\textsuperscript{251} Student-athletes are marketing themselves through social media, participating in brand deals, and making appearances at events.\textsuperscript{252} Some of these activities recognize NIL’s true intent: allowing athletes to commercialize their right to publicity and receive compensation for their NIL.\textsuperscript{253} However, donor-driven collectives have transformed NIL compensation
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into improper disguises for pay-for-play, inducements, and third-party booster funding.\footnote{254}

In the current NIL landscape, donor-driven collectives are disproportionately benefiting football and men’s basketball athletes and largely ignoring women’s athletics.\footnote{255} Collectives account for about fifty percent of total NIL compensation.\footnote{256} However, only thirty-four percent of collectives have offered compensation to women student-athletes.\footnote{257}

The NCAA informed institutions of the “permissible” and “impermissible” NIL activities and set boundaries for boosters and collectives.\footnote{258} The NCAA indicated that Title IX may apply to some NIL compensation.\footnote{259} The responsibility of Title IX enforcement falls on the OCR.\footnote{259} Without OCR guidance on NIL compensation, student-athletes have limited knowledge of Title IX’s application to NIL compensation.

Although OCR has not issued any guidance on NIL compensation, institutions know or should know about Title IX and its application to third-party donations.\footnote{260} Institutions must not use OCR’s failure to enforce Title IX as a scapegoat.\footnote{261} Institutions and athletic departments have fifty years of Title IX experience.\footnote{262} This Note will not tolerate institutional failure to acknowledge Title IX’s application to NIL compensation. Instead, institutions should demand OCR action and guidance.

By failing to take a position on donor-driven collectives, OCR encourages the current willful blindness to sex discrimination in intercollegiate athletics. The following subsections address recommendations to solidify Title IX’s application to donor-driven NIL compensation and ensure equity in men’s and women’s sports.

\section*{A. OCR Must Provide Guidance and Enforce Title IX}

OCR must hold institutions and donor-driven collectives accountable for their current shortcomings. “The federal government has never brought a single enforcement action against a school for violating Title IX. Most coaches, parents,
and students don’t know their rights. So lawsuits are not filed unless schools do something egregious enough to get girls and women angry . . . . Then females sue—and they win." "OCR has been unreliable in the proactive and consistent enforcement of athletic Title IX violations. Since OCR acts only when individuals demand action, this Note directly demands that OCR take action to remedy these violations.

OCR must pay attention to significant disparities in donor-driven NIL compensation by closely following donor-driven collectives and institutions. An example of an ongoing Title IX violation is Butler University. Butler University Vice President and Director of Athletics, Barry Collier, specifically endorsed and promoted Butler’s donor-driven collective, “All Good Dawgs." All Good Dawgs states on its website that “[a]ll unrestricted donations will be utilized to support Men’s Basketball Student Athletes. Donors may restrict funds to be used to support specific sports and/or specific Student Athletes." In this case, an educational program or activity is clearly involved, as Butler student-athletes are receiving NIL compensation from All Good Dawgs, and Butler University has expressly supported All Good Dawgs. Additionally, Butler University is a recipient of federal funding. Although the specific monetary amount of All Good Dawg’s funding is not publicly accessible, the donor-driven collective appears to discriminate on the basis of sex by allocating all “unrestricted donations” to the men’s basketball team. OCR must recognize the Title IX violations in donor-driven collectives such as Butler’s All Good Dawgs and hold the institutions accountable.

B. Social Pressure on OCR, Institutions, and Donor-Driven Collectives

Until OCR acknowledges the current discrimination by donor-driven collectives, this Note encourages feminist advocacy groups to support women
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athletics and publicize the blatant discrimination by donor-driven collectives. In 2021, a member of the University of Oregon women’s basketball team posted a TikTok comparing the resources at the men’s and women’s basketball tournaments.271. While the men’s tournament had a fully stocked weight room, the women’s tournament had a small rack of dumbbells and a couple of yoga mats.272. More women athletes shared photos and videos of food, swag bags, and other athletic resources, creating a “firestorm of attention to the discrepancies.”273 In response to the public pressure, the NCAA apologized and attempted to correct the discrepancies between the student-athletes.274. The chair of the NCAA Committee on Women’s Athletics wrote a letter to the NCAA President discussing how the situation “undermined the NCAA’s authority as a proponent and guarantor of Title IX protections.”275. Additionally, a group of 36 House Democrats requested a review of “all other championship competitions to ensure that they adhere to the gender equity principles of Title IX.”276. The next day, the NCAA retained a law firm to conduct an external gender equity review.277.

Even after fifty years of Title IX, organizations such as the NCAA require social pressure before providing equitable resources to women student-athletes.278. While the resource disparities were disheartening, this situation serves as an example of the power of social media.279. A single TikTok created a significant discussion on the unequal treatment of student-athletes.280. This Note encourages feminist advocacy groups to take a similar approach. These groups should use social media to promote the disparities in donor-driven collective NIL compensation. OCR, institutions, and donor-driven collectives may respond to the social pressure and enforce Title IX with respect to donor-driven NIL compensation.

C. Supporting Women Athletes Through Advocacy

Feminists must also support women student-athletes through advocacy beyond social media. The Drake Group Inc. is an organization created “to end the academic corruption in college sport.”281. The Drake Group is outspoken on Title IX.
IX’s application to NIL compensation and published a Position Statement on NIL and Title IX in October 2021.282 In January 2023, the Drake Group sent a letter to OCR inquiring about Title IX’s application to NIL compensation, specifically focusing on collectives.283 The letter expressed concern for the current state of NIL compensation and requested that “OCR promulgate clear guidance as to what does, or does not, implicate Title IX concerns in the new NIL space.”284 The Drake Group is one of the few groups acknowledging and advocating for the same concerns addressed in this Note. Feminists should support the Drake Group’s activism and write additional letters to OCR and other federal officials demanding action against donor-driven collective discrimination.

D. Fair Play for Women Act

The government’s lack of action may change with the recent introduction of the “Fair Play for Women Act” on December 20, 2022.285 This bill acknowledges the current disparities in collegiate athletics and states that the “magnitude of current gaps in intercollegiate participation . . . is likely undercounted.”286 This bill aims at ensuring gender equity in institutional athletics by providing OCR with more mechanisms to enforce Title IX compliance.287 The mechanisms include increasing reporting on Title IX compliance, authorizing OCR to levy fines on non-compliant institutions, giving students a private right of action for all Title IX claims and lawsuits, and increasing Title IX training for student-athletes, athletic departments, and other interested parties.288

This bill will incentivize institutions to comply with and enforce Title IX, as the new reporting requirements will increase public access to relevant Title IX information. OCR will be better equipped to hold institutions accountable for their Title IX violations. However, the Fair Play for Women Act must pass first. This Note advocates for the passage of this bill and encourages other interested parties to rally support behind this crucial piece of legislation.

CONCLUSION

In his Alston dissent, Justice Kavanaugh posed the question: “How would any
compensation regime comply with Title IX?\textsuperscript{289} The NIL era of intercollegiate athletics is two years old, yet OCR has failed to address Title IX. OCR’s failure has allowed institutions to remain willfully blind to sex discrimination by donor-driven collectives and boosters. This Note argues that donor-driven collective NIL compensation should be subject to Title IX.

OCR must release updated information on Title IX and its application to NIL compensation. OCR must create an approach to hold institutions accountable but also recognize the limits of an institution’s control over donor-driven collectives. Until OCR acts, feminists must use social pressure and other forms of advocacy to publicize and criticize the inequities facilitated by donor-driven collectives, institutions, and male student-athletes. Under the current interpretation of Title IX, Title IX should apply to donor-driven compensation. Institutions, student-athletes, donor-driven collectives, and boosters must abide by Title IX. Title IX is not a mere recommendation. Title IX is the law.
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